Renegade Rip

Final Prospects Startle Students

Yes, verily, and it shall come pass that upon the sixth day of January, 1944, mornographical members of the junior college student body shall go with beheading steps, into their respective classrooms, to begin the first of the deadly and torturous final exams.

Question in the mind of each last minute knowledge crammer is, "Can I possibly learn even one-tenth of the vast quantity of information in these gigantic sheaves of notes and material by Friday?" Sadder cases are moaning, "Why didn't I take notes?" Engineers and instructors alike grow more disbelieving looking by day, as their minds nearly go blank to trap their innocent victims.

For five dreadful days, students study. On the sixth day, Thursday, has been set aside as a day of peace, wherein these wrecks of humanity can rest their shattered nerves before the whole business begins all over again. Friday morning each greatly refreshed specimen of the intellectual upper crust (College students) will troop back for final enrollment.

Date for Engineer-German Club Party Set Ahead To Friday

Date of the oft-discussed Engineer-German clubs' combined celebration has been stepped up to this Friday next, January 6, as announced by Miss Joyce Johnson, who leaves Joyce soon, may attend. Formerly the party was announced as January 4. All is now squared to end, to be held after the last of the finals.

Interesting are being offered for dancing and games and refreshments will be served, according to German club president Leeda. Proper arrangements have been made as follows: The members of the arrangements are Howard Lewis and Erna Walker, members of the Engineers club, and German group representatives Ronnie Pahl and Bonnie Winger. Members and their guests are invited.

Jo Giminianni Exploits San Jose College Life

Jayece's four-year college hopefuls, members of the State Colleges Club, met recently at the home of Miss Grace Bird, group adviser, for a combined business meet and evening's entertainment. "Honor guest of the occasion was Miss Josephine Giminianni, San Jose State student and former Giminianni of San Jose, Miss Giminianni is now a member of National Honorary Society, Kappa Delta Pi. She spoke of the purpose of the Giminianni scholarship and an explanation of college life was followed by group discussion. Refreshments were served.

 Election of New Semester Officers Set For Thursday

Election week events will reach a climax this Friday, when Jaycees will vote for their choice of candidates for student body positions. The JC business office will be open all day to register (those holding student body cards) voters. Petitions for office must be in by 4 p.m. today.

Opening up for re-election as president is Clarence Neubuhrr, who dominated by on the Rip no more, she has five years journalism training. "She has had five years' journalistic training.

"Only attendant to Miss Fran at the wedding will be Genevieve Howard, formerly of Joyce. Miss Fran, widow of Dr. Fran, will be in Bakersfield January 7, and will see Miss Fran until after the wedding.

Remaining in office for the coming semester are Lois Hanawalt, yearbook editor; Betty Frank, Rip business manager, and Rip/Editor Betty Galley.

Propose Dancing Course For Males

In a few months' time the scenes of Jaycees' dances will be dominated by gracefully adopt, fancy stepping BJC male from a special course in dancing, for which plans are now in progress.

Volunteer

Already volunteering for duty as instructors are Patty Robinson, Bunk Rinder, Ronnie Wonger, Elizabeth Murdoch and several other Joyce members.

Need Practice

"It seems as if our fellows are either totally uninterested in this art, or else they need more practice in appearing on a dance floor," says the feminine nine-tenths of the campus. "About five of our men showed up at the Christmas formal." These present at the formal affair were mostly JC girls and men in the same form, but this formal affair accounted for the success of the event.

 Tricks Back Plans

"Lessons will be held once a week until the fellows learn how to swing it," according to Cavenaugh, who accepts responsibility for the undertaking. There is to be no charge.

Ex J C Football Star Honored At St Mary's Preflight School

Franz Nupitals Open J C 1944 Social Season

Howell Is Attendant

Opening the 1944 Jaycee social season formally will be the marriage of Miss Violet Fran, French instructor, to the Reverend Ralph Cox. The wedding will occur January 14, at 11:30 a.m., at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, where Reverend Cox is rector.

Following the wedding, the reception will be held at the Parish House, relatives, attendants, and out of town guests will be seated to a breakfast, to be held at 234th Street.

Serving at the parish reception will be Jane Barnes, Wasklech, Patty Robinon, Bebe Slunker, Lois Hanawalt, Elizabeth Murdoch, and Virginia Shepherd.

"Only attendant to Miss Fran at the wedding will be Genevieve Howard, formerly of Joyce. Miss Fran, widow of Dr. Fran, will be in Bakersfield January 7, and will see Miss Fran until after the wedding.

Hanawalt Makes Staff Appointments For Roc.

Staff appointments for Roc. editorial positions have been completed by Lois Hanawalt, 1943-'44 yearbook editor. She was elected to this office at a recent assembly.

Experienced along this line, Miss Hanawalt is features editor of her high school paper, and is reporter and city editor on the Rip now. She has had five years journalism training.

"Experienced along this line, Miss Hanawalt is features editor of her high school paper, and is reporter and city editor on the Rip now. She has had five years journalism training.
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"Experienced along this line, Miss Hanawalt is features editor of her high school paper, and is reporter and city editor on the Rip now. She has had five years journalism training.

Damian Murdoch, freshman and sophomore editor, photography editor, Kathryn Wasklech; and faculty editors, Gwendolyn Macklin, business manager is Betty Jean Frank, while Wilma Tuck will serve as art editor, and Kathryn Tashby as filler editor.

School May Offer New Classes In Next Term

New classes to be offered for next semester if a sufficient number of students sign up for them are: Physiology I, Public Speaking I, Public Speaking II and Spanish I. A minimum number of students required for a class is 15.

Spanish I, a beginners course taught by Miss Felker, will be held daily. Mr. Robertson's Physiology I has lectures Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, and lab on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons. "Public Speaking I, under Dean McHugh's direction, will be held on Tuesday and Thursday mornings.

John Rossetto Lowers All-Time SM Record In Speed Agility Test

Johnny Rossetto, former BJC student and football hero, was top man on St. Mary's prefight football varsity team this season along with Bruce Smith, Minnesota. Yet neither did Rossetto receive this honor, but Commanding Officer Clyde W. King revealed that Rossetto was one of the top three naval aviation students out of 273 who graduated this December.

Lowers Mark

The football star was rated second in his physical training score and his grade honors. Also in the deduction physical appraisal tests of the Thirty-first Battalion, who led in two out of five recording. He outran the all-time St. Mary's Preflight mark in the speed agility test from 27.2 to 26.5.

Rossetto was star of the Renegades of 1941, and 1942. While here he participated in two "all-conference" games. At a Miner field game Rossetto's helmet was ruffled off for over a thousand dollars.

Played Fullback

Rossetto previously planned to teach industrial arts. He attended the University of California for a short time. From there he went to Prescott, Arizona. In his last educational step he is a Naval Air Corps cadet at St. Mary's College where he played fullback on the St. Mary team.

AWS Plans Banquet To Honor Mothers Of Women Students

Mothers of Jaycees women will be honored guests at the AWS Mother's Daughter banquet, to be held in the Green Room of the Hotel El Tejon on January 26. A special guest speaker is to be secured for the occasion. Advance sale of tickets is planned to increase attendance and success of the affair. Admission charge is $1.50 per person. Tickets will not be sold at the door.

"The city of our school is such that all our students know each other, and we know how to get acquainted with the folks," says Leeda Brown, AWS officer, in explanation of the purpose of the affair.

In charge of the event is Betty Lou Blair, social chairman of the group, while president Mary Eckland and vice president, Helen Pooleigian will handle plans for entertainment and special arrangements.

-A Back the Attack with War Bonds-
Grace Bird Chooses Choice News Bits For Ex-BJC's

Baldachin Junior College

Dear Benjamin, Mrs. Birds will not answer it to you not to publish our address at first. We are both getting our college degrees in the University of Michigan. The last four years have been the most wonderful years of our lives. We are both getting our college degrees in the University of Michigan. The last four years have been the most wonderful years of our lives.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Birds

Exams

She wanted to try out! I have been interested in the Miss Adelaide Schaefer Pageant since I was a child, and I am so excited to be involved. I am taking part in the pageant and I am so excited to be involved.

Miss Adelaide Schaefer, Germanic student at Bakersfield College, is one of the most beautiful girls in the world. Her beauty is not just skin deep; she has a kind and caring heart. She is not just beautiful, but kind and caring.

Miss Schaefer was born in historic Washington, Illinois, and started to travel the world as a young child. She completed the fourth grade at an elementary school in Washington, Illinois, and went on to attend a high school in college. She received her Bachelor's Degree in German.

Although teaching was her family tradition, it was not her only interest. She has a kind and caring heart. This summer she enrolled in the University of Michigan and took courses in foreign language instruction at the University of Michigan. She distinguished herself in Spanish and German.

After completing her course, she joined the Washington, D.C. FBI, an interview with the FBI. After a few years, she was offered a position with the FBI in Washington, D.C. She accepted and moved to Washington, D.C. She has taken courses in foreign language instruction at the University of Michigan and distinguished herself in Spanish and German.

What do I do? Well, first of all, I am taking part in the pageant and I am so excited to be involved. I am taking part in the pageant and I am so excited to be involved.

Have a Coca-Cola at Saludos, Amigo

Best Wishes for the New Year

Seiler's

In the Mall Building

11th and Chester

...from Minnesota to Mexico

Dine Mexico way: you'll be a new kind of Mexican! It's a story that will make you want to visit Mexico. It's a story that will make you want to visit Mexico. It's a story that will make you want to visit Mexico. It's a story that will make you want to visit Mexico.
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Miss Adelaide Schaefer, Germanic student at Bakersfield College, is one of the most beautiful girls in the world. Her beauty is not just skin deep; she has a kind and caring heart. She is not just beautiful, but kind and caring.

Miss Schaefer was born in historic Washington, Illinois, and started to travel the world as a young child. She completed the fourth grade at an elementary school in Washington, Illinois, and went on to attend a high school in college. She received her Bachelor's Degree in German.

Although teaching was her family tradition, it was not her only interest. She has a kind and caring heart. This summer she enrolled in the University of Michigan and took courses in foreign language instruction at the University of Michigan. She distinguished herself in Spanish and German.

After completing her course, she joined the Washington, D.C. FBI, an interview with the FBI. After a few years, she was offered a position with the FBI in Washington, D.C. She accepted and moved to Washington, D.C. She has taken courses in foreign language instruction at the University of Michigan and distinguished herself in Spanish and German.
Caley's Cab

And so the new year begins with much change. But here we are in the new year and things will be much the same. The same toys, the same games, the same clothes. There will be no more rain, no more snow, no more winter. We will be in the spring, the warm weather, the flowers blooming. We will be in the new year, the new life, the new beginning.

Bird's News Bits

By Knight Warkowsen

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

People Or Pigs?

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

Lecturers in Four Fields Scheduled To Speak Here

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

Student Body Elects Lewis To Presidency In Only Contest

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

War Committee Plans Program

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

Ask Entrants For Brownie Baking Contest

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

Brown Wins Club Party Grand Prize

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.

Heimforth Honored At Going Away Party

The Oregonian reports that the Oregon State University football team is going to play against the University of California on November 22. The game will be played in Portland, Oregon.
Spanish Teacher's Activities And Varied

By Leslie Brown

Mrs. Wilbert Brown, a Spanish teacher at B.C. High School, is a member of both the B. C. and RECUC. She is a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley. She is also the official photographer of all basketball teams. She has recently written a book on the history of basketball which is scheduled to be published next year.

My Daze

By June Hunter

When it comes to being a Spanish teacher, what I really enjoy is the opportunity to meet new people. I have always found that the language is a great tool for communication. It's interesting to see how different cultures have developed their own unique ways of expressing themselves. I try to incorporate this into my teaching, so that my students can appreciate the richness of different linguistic traditions.

The Zipper Binders

Zippers are a fun and practical way to keep your belongings organized. They are perfect for school, work, or travel. With a zipper binder, you can easily store notebooks, planners, or even a small laptop. And they come in a variety of colors to match your style. Whether you're looking for a simple solution for organization or a more stylish option, the zipper binder is a great choice.

Petit Beans

By William Bates

"Today, the Air Force, fighting for the American idea, will celebrate its 75th anniversary. This event marks a significant milestone in the history of the United States Air Force, which has played a crucial role in preserving freedom and security for generations. Celebrations around the country will highlight the service's contributions to national defense and its impact on the global stage. Let us honor those who have served and continue to serve in the Air Force, who have dedicated themselves to our country's cause. Happy 75th anniversary, Air Force!"

A. M. Karpé Memorial House

1. DEWAR'S
2. Canvas-Cat Ballroom Company, of Batherfield

M I L I T A R Y MALARKY

From the Air

By Markous L. M. Kramer

I am a student at the United States Military Academy at West Point, New York. I have been a part of the Army Air Force since 1942, and I am currently serving in the Army Air Force Reserve.

On this occasion, I would like to share a story from my time in the service. On a cold and windy day in December 1944, I was flying a B-24 Liberator bomber over Germany. The mission was to drop leaflets over the Lüneburg Heath area, informing the German people of the Allied cause and encouraging them to rise up against the Nazi regime. It was a dangerous mission, and we were fortunate to return safely. This experience taught me the importance of the role of the military in shaping public opinion and the power of propaganda.

Candy Shop

The address is at 508 Union East, San Francisco, California.

Buy War Stamps and Bonds

W veut la paix !
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Mint Director Sends Plea For Pennies To Young School People

A Message to the Student Body, from the Director of the Mint.

Needs to say to this student body, the shortage today of many commodities, which were once regarded commonplace necessities — butter for instances, meat, potatoes, eggs, sugar, bicycles, and shoes — calls for the most careful avoidance of waste on the part of patriotic Americans, young and old.

The purpose of this letter is to bring before you the shortage of metals required for the making of small coins, especially the penny, and to suggest a way in which you can be of assistance.

The Mint has had much difficulty in obtaining material for the one-cent piece because the strategic metals which compose it are imperative necessity in the manufacture of bombs, tanks, rifles and other weapons.

Although the output of pennies in the last three years has totaled nearly three billion pieces, orders at present are breaking all records. One of the chief reasons for the heavy demand for pennies is the great American habit of hoarding small coins in penny banks, glass jars, and bureau drawers in homes, as for Indian head pennies, commonly hoarded, few of these coins can have special value as there were nearly two billion of them coined.

I appeal to you and to other young people in schools and colleges all over the country to assist the Mint to conserve scarce metals needed for war purposes, by devoting your efforts and influence to get gold and silver back into circulation; to set the example yourselves; and to induce others to use them just as other money is used in the market place.

Pennies should not be returned to the Mint but should be returned to the channels of trade in your own community. You may wish to substitute War Savings Stamps for coins that are held as savings.

You will be impressed, I think, that this is a matter of no small importance once I tell you that in the last three years nearly 10,000,000 tons of metal have gone into the making of the one-cent piece alone.

We are relying upon you to respond to this request as so many of you did with such superb results a year ago when a similar request was made of you. For your effort then, and for such as you may now make, I express my personal thanks and the thanks of the Treasury Department.

Sincerely yours,

NELLIE TAYLOR ROSS,
Director of the Mint.

Ode To A Prof.

Found in the Rip office after the holidays was a copy of this poem which was evidently written by a JC student:

ODE TO MR. YOUNG

I dream of a prof with a sparkling eye.

Who waits half a period with never a care.

Before he starts lecturing, then with a sigh,

Starts saying sweet words about Philip the Fair.

I dream of a prof who wears wonderful clothes,

Ties of most beautiful reds, greens, and blues.

But the thing I like most is what every student knows

That he spends half a period in settling the news.

I dream of a prof who has traveled afar.

Who can tell about earthquakes and nickels everywhere.

Who is a prof and a friend that no Econ could war.

And he waits half a period 'fore lecturing starts.